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Abstract

It is well known that light is capable of carrying a component of orbital

angular momentum (OAM), and that this OAM can be manipulated in

such away as to be useful in applications such as optical trapping, leading

to the development of optical tweezers which now see use inmany fields

for the manipulation of small scale particles. Despite the advances in

the field of optical OAM, relatively little research has been conducted in

the field of acoustical OAM. Presented in this thesis is evidence of the

equivalence of optical and acoustical OAM in several experiments that

have already been proven and widely accepted for the optical case.

Demonstrated in chapter 3 is what has been dubbed an acoustic

spanner, which provides a preamble to the main body of the research.

In this chapter, an experiment that demonstrates how sound waves

can carry a component of OAM using simple off-the-shelf equipment is

discussed. An anular array of loudspeakers was constructed and a set of

analogue electronics was assembled in such a way that, when driven by

a signal from a laboratory signal generator, eight individual signals were

produced, identical to thedriving signal, but separatedbya relativephase

difference of π/4. The net result is that, considered as a set, there is



a difference of 2π between the first and eighth signals. These signals

were sent to the eight speakers which resulted in an approximation to a

ℓ = 1 beam. A demonstration is also made of how the OAM carried by a

sound beammay be transmitted tomatter by observing the rotation of a

styrofoam disk, andmeasure the total displacement from it’s equilibrium

position. These reults were confirmed when the direction of the beam

was reversed by reversion the direction of the phase increase.

A further experiment detailed in chapter 4 was conducted where

four signals of varying frequency were superimposed upon one another

before being phase shifted and sent to the speakers. This meant that

instead of a beam with a single tone, as was generated in the acoustic

spanner experiment, a polyphonic acoustic vortex was generated using

four frequencies. Using a microphonemounted atop a translation stage,

an amplitude cross-section of the vortex confirmed that there were

indeed four constituent vortices in the beam. It was also confirmed that

these constituent beams were not coupled to one another, and thus it

was possible to stear each component of the vortex without affecting

the others. This was achieved by modulating the amplitude of the signal

at one speaker, and applying an equal and opposite modulation at the

corresponding speaker on the opposite side of the array.

The final experiment was an investigation into the phase structure

of acoustical vortices. While only first order beams were used in the

acoustic spanner and polyphonic vortex experiments, high order beams

were produced this time. Beams of ℓ = ±1±2±4were produced, and the

samemicrophone and translation stage thatwas usedbeforewas used to



trace a 2-dimensional cross-section through thebeams andmeasure their

phase profiles. The results for ℓ = ±1 and ±2 were as expected, and the

phase profiles for these can be seen in the figures in chapter 5. Beams for

ℓ = ±4 were expected to fail since the number of speakers used in the

array did not provide enough sources for the beam to fully form into a

vortex, and this was also as expected. The phase profiles are incliuded in

chapter 5 to demonstrate the limitations of the experiment, and to show

that in this case that it’s impossible to differentiate between a ℓ = 4 and a

ℓ = −4 beam in the say that can be done for the others. Similarly, ℓ = ±3

beams are not measured due to the limitations of the apparatus.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 An overview of this thesis

Over the past few years, a considerable amount of research has been

carried out on the phenomena of optical orbital angular momentum,

which has lead to the development of devices such as optical tweezers

and spanners, aswell as providing the fundamental concepts that underly

the current research into quantum information protocols, as well as the

technology that will utilize them. It is therefore difficult to argue against

the usefulness of such research and the benefits that these technologies

will one day provide. It is subsequently a great irony that the original

paper that initiated this work was not an optical paper, but was in fact an

acoustic paper, published in 1974 byNye and Berrywhowere attempting

to understand the origin of strange anomalies that were observed in

radio echoes reflecting of the bottom the Antarctic ice sheet. Since

then, very little work has been carried out on the subject of acoustic

1
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phase singularities, rather the optical phenomena have been the primary

focus of research. This thesis is intended to demonstrate the ease with

which ideas that have been demonstrated in the optical field may also

be applied to the acoustic regime, and this introductory chapter aims to

review existing literature on helically phase acoustic beams.

Chapter 3, entitled An acoustic spanner and it’s associated rotational

Doppler shift, provides a background to the work carried out for this

thesis. The experiment described therein was carried out before

commencement of formal studies by the author and is provided

for contextual purposes. The acoustic spanner was developed and

demonstrated based on ideas developed in a paper published to detail

the invention of anoptical spanner. While the difference betweenoptical

and acoustical waves is fundamental, it is demonstrated that it is possible

to transfer orbital angular momentum from an acoustic wave to matter,

as has previously been demonstrated for optical waves.

Chapter 4, which is entitled A polyphonic acoustic vortex and

it’s complimentary chords, details the experiment that resulted in a

publication in New Journal of Physics. In this experiment, a polyphonic

acoustic vortex is generated by using a digital sound card to produce

four independent wave trains of differing frequency, and superimpose

them atop one another. This signal was then sent to the same circular

speaker array used to produce the acoustic spanner. The four original

signals generated by the sound card are each perturbed by different

amounts, resulting in the relative displacement of each singularity with

respect to the others. A scan of the cross-section of the resulting sound
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field verified that, at each singularity, the other three were still audible,

and each of these points has been dubbed a complimentary chord of the

polyphonic vortex.

1.2 From optics to acoustics to optics to

acoustics: a brief history of vortex

research

The first suggestion that a wave could carry a component of momentum

came in 1909 when Poynting [1] proposed that a circularly polarised

beam of light incident upon a line of particles lying parallel to the beam

axis would be left in a spiral formation upon the beams passing. He

proposed that this phenomenawas the result of light of that polarisation

carrying a component of angular momentum, and this hypothesis was

later verified by Beth [2] in 1936. This component of angular momentum

has since been identified as the spin angular momentum, and today such

beams can be generated by simply placing a spiral phase plate in their

path of propagation.

AfterBeth’s confirmationofPoynting’s prediction, itwasn’t until 1974

that the concept of a vortex in a wave field was proposed. Nye and Berry

[3], while investigating the structure of reflections from the bottom of

the Antarctic ice sheet of ultrasonic waves, noticed that the reflected

wave trains contained regions where the signal was reduced to zero.

These dislocations, also referred to as vortices, have since formed the
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basis of an entire field of optics and in 1992, Allen[4] et al combined the

results of Poynting/Beth and Nye and demonstrated the transfer of the

orbital angular momentum component of a polarised beam of laser light

from the beam into matter. Another paper published that same year

by Ceperley [5] provided a detailed description of rotating wave fields

where they were raised to the same level of significance of travelling and

standing waves.

Recently, two experiments [6, 7] were carried out to recreate

the effect described by Allen in 1992 using acoustic vortices. Both

experiments were successful, with both parties, only being made aware

of each others existence during the later stages of both of their projects.

Both experiments resulted in publications that paved the way for the

work in this thesis [8].

1.3 A conceptual and mathematical analysis of

vortices in acoustic waves

In their seminal paper [3] in 1974, Nye and Berry describe theoretically

the effect of edge, screw, and mixed edge-screw dislocations in trains of

waves that propagate in different directions and subsequently interfere.

They used the example of ultra-sonic waves being reflected from a rough

surface in air. Their work originated from an attempt to understand

the radio echoes that were detected after a signal was sent through

the Antarctic ice sheet. Screw dislocations, are otherwise known as
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vortices. An experiment was set up in a laboratory environment, with

the radio waves being replaced with ultra-sound as the relatively low

frequencyof thesewaves allowed for highly detailed studyof the echoes.

A pulse consisting of 10 sinusoidal waves, each of approximately 100kHz

contained within a smoothly varying Gaussian envelope. The echo signal

that was detected from the rough surface consisted of approximately 50

sinusoidal waves in an envelope of fluctuating amplitude. Moving the

microphone along a line revealed several points at which the pulse had

zero amplitude for a duration of time.

This observation was only made possible by using a pulsed signal,

rather than a monochromatic one. Any point within a monochromatic

wave must be sinusoidal, and there must also be a periodicity to

the wave if a dislocation is to be identified. Thus, dislocations are

structures that require both the localization property of a pulse and the

oscillation property of a continuous wave; and that disappear at both the

monochromatic and white noise limit. There are however exceptions to

these rules, one being the non-localized interference fringe as produced

by the Young’s two slit experiment. Others include stationary pure

dislocations, and localized interference fringes. The paper focused

simplyonananalysis anddescriptionof thedislocations, pointingout that

they are to be expected whenever pulses from a common oscillator are

interferedwith one another, and themethodbywhich they are produced

is covered in a separate publication.
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Edge dislocations

Consider the complex wave function

ψ(t) = ψc(t) + iψs(t) = ρ(t)eiχ(t) (1.1)

where χ is real and ρ is both real and positive. Then

ρ2(t) = ψ2
s(t) + ψ2

s (1.2)

where ρ(t) is positive, and

tanχ(t) =
ψs(t)

ψc(t)
(1.3)

From the above, we can define ρ(t) and χ(t) as the amplitude and phase

respectively of the wave. With this definition, ρ(t) is the envelope of the

observed oscillation as the phase of the original is varied. This variation

in the original phase is essential in order to obtain complete phase and

amplitude information as ρ(t) is not strictly deducible by observing a

single instance of the signal.

An illustration of the formation of an edge dislocation can be seen in

figure 1.1. An observation made from point P by a receiver positioned

directly in the path of an encroaching wavefront will reveal a number

of crests, in this case 6. Consider only the wave fronts A and C. The

receiver used to make this observation is swept from point P to point

R, and in doing so, it is noticed that another crest is formed, crest B.

This is observed to happen as the receiver passes point Q. The amplitude

of crest B drops to zero at point N. If the wavefront is considered in

Figure attributed toDislocations inWave Trains, 1974, doi: 10.1098/rspa.1974.0012
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the formation of a dislocation. An observer
at point P will observe the wave crest AC as it propagates through time
and space. A subsequent observation made at point Q will reveal the
crest to be interacting with an obstacle of some description, and the
dislocation is formed at point N, where the wave amplitude falls to zero.
This dislocation leads to the formation of a third crest B, observed at
point R. The circuit JKLM is know as a ’Burgers Circuit’, and in following
this circuit, one can ascertain that a dislocation is indeed present in the
wave field by counting the number of crests crossed on each pass of the
field.

three dimensions, a line of zero intensity would be observed intersecting

point N and running parallel to the direction of propagation of the

wavefront with crest B terminating at this line. It is for this reason that

this phenomena is referred to an edge dislocation. The existence of a

dislocation at pointN canbe verifiedby following the circuit LMJK, andby

counting the number of crests during the circuit. If the number of crests

counted while crossing in one direction does not match the number

counted while crossing in the other, then it can be safely assumed that a
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dislocation has been enclosed inside.

Figure 1.2 depicts two situations in which two wave trains, travelling

in different directions and at an angle to one another, intersect,

producing an interference pattern as they do so. The two scenarios

are for symmetric wave fronts (figure 1.2a), and anti-symmetric wave

fronts (figure 1.2b). In the symmetric case, the crests of A and B are

of equal amplitude when they meet along the Ox axis, leading to a

situation in which wave A predominates below the Ox axis while wave B

predominates in the upper half. In the anti-symmetric case however, the

waves meet along the Ox axis such that a crest of B falls upon a trough

of A, resulting in the cancelation of both wave components and the

formation of a point of null intensity, or a dislocation. A pattern of such

dislocations can be seen along the Ox axis, marked by dashes oriented

perpindicularly to the axis along which the wave fronts are travelling.

Now consider an Argand diagram whose axes are ψc and ψs. The

changing complex wave function in equation 1.1 can be represented

as a moving point P on this diagram which will encircle the origin

quasi-periodically, due to the quasichromaticity of the source, at a

frequency of 2π/ω. Figure 1.3 depicts four such diagrams that illustrate

the behavior of the complex wave function at four positions on and/or

between positions P and R. Figure 1.3a illustrates the behavior of the

wave function at position P as the crests A and C pass over the receiver.

As the receiver is traversed from P to R, the curve changes from the

Figure attributed toDislocations inWave Trains, 1974, doi: 10.1098/rspa.1974.0012
Figure attributed toDislocations inWave Trains, 1974, doi: 10.1098/rspa.1974.0012
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(a) Symmetrical wavefronts

(b) Anti-symmetrical wavefronts

Figure 1.2: Two separate illustrations of thewave trains A andB, traveling
in different directions and oriented at an angle to one another, as they
interfere. Note that the normal of each wave make an angle α with the
Oz axis. The bold lines indicate that the wave in question predominates
in that particular region. It can be seen from these figures that wave A
predominates below the Ox axis while wave B predominates above the
axis. Figure 1.2a illustrates this for the case where both wave fronts are
symmetrical, and figure 1.2b illustrates the anti-symmetrical case.
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one shown in 1.3a to that shown in 1.3d. At some point during this

transition, if a dislocation exists at some place on the path PR, the curve

will pass through the origin. This behavior can be seen in figure 1.3c,

which illustrates the behavior of the complex wave function at position

Q, while figure 1.3b is a measurement taken at some point between P

and Q. Consider the waves A and B described above, and let us describe

themmathematically as:

ψA = a0[1− β0(k1x+ k3z − ωt) + βsk1y] . . .

exp[i(k1x+ k3z − ωt− 1

2
π)]

ψB = a0[1− β0(−k1x+ k3z − ωt)− βsk1y] . . .

exp[i(−k1x+ k3z − ωt+
1

2
π)] (1.4)

where ω/k = c, k1 = ksinα, k3 = kcosα, a0 and βs constants, ω is the

fixed angular frequency of the original oscilator generating these waves,

k is the wave number that corresponds to ω, and α is the angle between

the wave normals and the z-axis. An illustration of these wave as they

interfere with one anothermay be observed in figure ??. These complex

wave function satisfy the scalar wave equation

c2∇2ψ =
∂2ψ

∂t2
(1.5)

where the wave velocity c is a constant. We now set

ζ = k1x

ξ = k3z − ωt (1.6)

Figure attributed toDislocations inWave Trains, 1974, doi: 10.1098/rspa.1974.0012
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(a) Wavefunction measured from
point P

(b) Measurement made at some
point between P an Q

(c) Receiver reaches point Q, the
point at which a dislocation exists

(d) Receiver reachers point R

Figure 1.3: Argand diagrams illustrating the complex wave function at
four separate points in the vicinity of a dislocation. Figure 1.3a represents
the complexwave function asmeasured frompoint P, and as the receiver
is moved from P to R, the diagram gradually changes to that shown in
1.3d. This transition can only be possible if, at some point during the
transition, the curves passes through the origin, at which point ψc and
ψs, and subsequently ρ, are reduced to zero. This is further verification
that a dislocation exists at the point during the transition at which the
curve passes through zero, as can be seen in 1.3c, while the figure shown
in ?? is representative of ameasurementmade at some position between
positions P and Q.
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This allows us to rewrite the complex interference

ψ = ψA + ψB ≡ ρeiχ (1.7)

in terms of ξ and ζ , and thus to redefine the amplitude and phase

accordingly as

ρ2 = 4a20((1− βeξ)
2sin2ξ + (βeζ)

2cos2ξ) (1.8)

and

χ = arctan

(
βeζ

(1− βeξ)tanξ

)
+ ζ + 2nπ (1.9)

If an integer value of n is chosen that results in χ lying in the region ±π,

then χwill become χ0, and shall be referred to as the reduced phase. Any

other value of n results in χ being a continuous, multivalued function. In

order to restrict the area of interest to a small region of (ξ,ζ) space in the

immediate vicinity of the origin so that the two complex wave functions

described in equation 1.4, βe is kept small.

Let us now reduce the angle 2α that separates the normals of the two

wavefronts to zero, moving the dislocations apart and allowing the study

of the structure of a single dislocation without the distortion caused by

the neighboring dislocations in the row. Let us now define the constants

A0 and β∗
e such that

A0 = 2a0sinα

β∗
e = βecotα (1.10)

We can now express ρ2 and χ in terms of these these new constants:

ρ2 = A2
0(k

2x2 + β∗2
e (kz − ωt)2)

χ = arctan
β∗
e (kz − ωt)

kx
+ kz − ωt+ 2nπ (1.11)
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Equation 1.11 describes a single edge dislocation parallel to the axis

Oy, passing through the origin O at t = 0 before moving parallel to

Oz at a speed ω/c. The constant β∗
e as defined above is a measure of

the monochromaticity of the pulse, with a value of β∗
e = 0 results in a

dislocation that is infinitely extended along the Oz axis.

Screw and mixed edge-screw dislocations

Consider two monochromatic waves A and B, oriented at a non-zero

angle to one another. These waves are modulated linearly along

a common axis in such a way that as a crest on one wave rises,

the corresponding crest on the other wave falls. The effect of this

interference can be seen in figure ??, and that is that, for identical

amplitudes in the plane y = 0, if the amplitude of one wave dominates

above this plane and the amplitude of the other dominates below, then

on the plane itself there will exist a set of screw dislocations parallel

to Oz and of equal spacing along Ox. One can also achieve mixed

screw-edge dislocations by simply addingmodulation along the direction

of propagation. If, however, β∗
e = 1, then the dislocation will shrink to a

point, and the inverse tangent in equation 1.11 is the polar coordinate

angle θ as measured from the x-axis. Thus we have, for β∗
e = 1,

gradχ = gradθ + knz

= nθ/r + knz (1.12)

Figure attributed toDislocations inWave Trains, 1974, doi: 10.1098/rspa.1974.0012
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Figure 1.4: Two monochromatic plane waves, A and B traveling at
different orientations to the x-axis, interfere at an angle to one another.
This results in a set of parallel screw dislocations in a plane parallel to the
Oz axis.

where nθ and nz are unit vectors. This leads to the conclusion that gradχ

is the sum of the uniform field along the z-axis and is thus a vortex. The

dislocation can generally be thought of as a vortex that is being carried

along by the wave in the same sense that a water vortex is carried along

by the flow of water, and when β∗
e ̸= 1 then the vortex can be considered

to be distorted. The analysis of edge, screw, and mixed edge-screw

dislocations is all done as a part of the one process. Let us define the
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wave A and B describes above as

ψA = a0(1− βe(k1x+ k3z − ωt) + βsk1y)...

exp(i(k1x+ k3z − ωt− 1

2
π))

ψB = a0(1 + βe(−k1x+ k3z − ωt)− βsky)...

exp(i(−k1x+ k3z − ωt+
1

2
π)) (1.13)

The interference pattern produced by these two waves, ψ = ψA + ψB ,

leads to

ψ = 2a0((1− βeξ)sinξ + i(βeζ − βsη)cosξ)exp(iζ) = ρexp(iχ) (1.14)

where ρ, χ, ξ, η and ζ are defined as in the previous section. It can then

be deduced from 1.14 that

ρ2 = 4a20((1− βζ)2sin2ζ + (βeζ − βξ)2cos2ξ) (1.15)

where ρ ≥ 0, and

χ = arctan

(
βeζ − βsη

(1− βeξ)tanξ

)
+ ζ + 2nπ (1.16)

From equation 1.14we can deduce that the dislocations are described by

the equations

ξ = mπ

βeζ − βsy = 0 (1.17)

which are derived by setting ψc = ψs = 0. Additionally, one can set t = 0

and derive

β∗
ez − βy = 0 (1.18)
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while ignoring the solution βeζ = 1 as it lies outwith the field of interest.

We now proceed to define the constants β and δ in such a was so that

β∗
e ≡ βcosδ

βs ≡ βsinδ (1.19)

We can now define δ to be the inclination of the dislocation lines to the

axis Oy. We can now define the parameters that define the dislocations

as follows: δ = 0 corresponds to βs = 0 and subsequently to pure edge

dislocations. A value of δ = 1
2
π corresponds to β∗

e = βe = 0 and pure

screw dislocations.

If we let α → 0 then

ρ2 = A2
0(k

2x2 + (β∗
e (kz − ωt)− βsky)

2)

χ = arctan
β∗
e (kz − ωt)− βsky

kx
= kz − ωt+ 2nπ (1.20)

The above equation describes a single mixed edge-screw dislocation in

the yz plane at an angle δ to Oy, passing through O at t= 0 and moving

parallel toOz at a velocity c. Obtaining from this expression that of a pure

screw dislocation is as simple as setting β∗
e = 0, which yeilds

ρ2 = A2
0(k

2x2 + β2
sk

2y2

χ = −arctanβsy
x

+ kz − ωt+ 2nπ (1.21)

It can be seen from the expression for χ that if one were to encircle the

z-axis at constant z and t, that χ will change by 2π for each revolution.

When βs = 1, the surfaces of constant phase are formed into a helicoidal

shape and it is quite simple to obtain the complex wave function

ψ = A0krexp(i(kz − ωt− ϕ)) (1.22)
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where r,ϕ and z are cylindrical polar coordinates. This is oneof the special

cases in which a dislocation can be found to exist in a monochromatic

wave, with β∗
e = 0 being the monochromatic limit.



CHAPTER 2
Experimental apparatus

The equipment used for each of the three experiments detailed in the

following chapters was mostly unchanged from one project to the next.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the experimental setup for the polyphonic vortex

experiment detailed in chapter 4. The vortices were generated using

a circular speaker array housed inside an annular enclosure composed

of a double-skinned wall of lead-lined acoustic insulation foam. These

speakers were driven by a signal produced first by an analogue circuit on

the underside of the enclosure, which was subsequently replaced with

a digital sound card connected to a PC for additional functionality. The

microphone has remained unchanged throughout, although it was first

connected to a spectrum analyzer for recording output to a floppy disk,

which was also replaced, at the same time as the drive electronics, with

the instrumental input on the front of the sound card.

18
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61

2
3

Figure 2.1: Photograph of the experimental setup for the polyphonic
vortex experiment (see chapter 4). Seen in the picture is the enclosure
that housed the speakers (item 1), the translation stage to which the
microphone was attached (item 2) and the digital sound card and
amplifier deck (item 3). Item 1, in its current form, has been a part
of the setup from the beginning. Item 2 was originally a styrofoam
disk suspended from a mount high above the experiment, which was
used for the acoustic spanner experiment, and was then replaced with a
microphone attached to the translation stage for the polyphonic vortex
and phase profile experiments. Item 3, the digital sound card and
amplifier deck, was added to the setup in order to replace the analogue
circuitry that was used in the acoustic spanner experiment in chapter 3
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Figure 2.2: The circular array of loudspeakers used in all three
experiments, with the microphone used in the polyphonic vortex and
phase profile experiments seen suspended in the centre of the array. It
should be noted that depite there being sixteen speakers shown in the
figure, only eight, every alternating one, was connected.

2.1 Generating and detecting the vortices

The core component of each experiment was the loudspeaker array used

to generated the vortices. Item 1 marked on figure 2.1 refers to the

vortex generator itself. This piece of apparatus consisted of an array

of loudspeakers arranged in a circle at the bottom of a double-skinned

enclosure of lead-lined foam. The eight loudspeakers at the bottom of

this enclosure are 0.08m in diameter and have an impedance of 8Ω, and

are arranged in a ring approximately 0.9m in diameter.

This arrangement is illustrated in figure 2.2. It should be noted that
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although sixteen speakers can be seen in figure 2.2, only eight of them

are attached to the sound card and being used in the experiments.

The foam enclosure itself was constructed in an attempt to minimize

interference from the surrounding laboratory environment. For the

frame, eight posts, each approximately 1m long, were attached vertically

around the edge of the base and secured at the top with an annulus

with a width of approximately 0.05m between its internal and external

circumferences, and whose diameter at its outer edge was equal to that

of the base. This framewas thenwrapped, both internally and externally,

with sheets of acoustic insulation foam lined with very thin sheets of

lead. This obviously does not result in a perfect ℓ = 1 vortex, rather

an approximation to one which, in the context of our experiments was

sufficient.

Item 2 in figure 2.1 is the translation stage that was used to traverse

the microphone across the vortex which can be seen more clearly in

figure 2.3. This stagewas used in both the polyphonic vortex experiment

described in chapter 4 and the high-order phase profile experiment

described in chapter 5. During the experiment however, the length of

the stage limited the taking of measurements to approximately 0.1m on

either side of the zero position.

Item 3 on figure 2.1 is the rack in which are mounted the Motu

828mkIII digital sound card and an eight channel amplifier deck. The

eight analogue output channels of the sound cardwere connected to the

corresponding input channels on the amplifier deck. Theoutput channels

of the amplifiers were subsequently connected to each of the speakers
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Figure 2.3: Translation stagewith attachedmicrophone. Themicrophone
was held stationary for the quantum core experiment, and the stage was
added later in order to take2-dimensional scans of thepolyphonic vortex.

on the vortex generator. The sound card is also connected to the PC via a

Firewire800 connectionwhich allows it to receive a signal producedusing

Labview. There is also a connection between the microphone and one

of the instrumental connections on the front of the sound card allowing

feedback from the microphone to be acquired and processed by the

sound card.

A complete view of the vortex generator can be seen in figure 2.4.

The square frame seen secured to the top of the housing was used to

acquire the 3D amplitude graph seen in figure 4.2. To do this, a number

of marks were placed along parallel sides of the frame and these were

used to align the post to which the translation stage was attached. The
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Figure 2.4: The enclosure containing the speaker array. The greymaterial
on the interior and exterior walls is lead lined foam that was applied in
order to increase the acoustic insulation.
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Figure 2.5: A styrofoam disk suspended above the speaker array. The
grey objects are weights that were applied in order to balance the disk.
A schematic of this arrangement may be seen in figure 2.6

grey material seen coating the interior and exterior of the enclosure

is lead-lined acoustic insulation foam. This was applied in an attempt

to reduce the effect of interference from the surrounding laboratory

environment and to prevent drafts of air from disturbing the styrofoam

disc that was suspended inside the enclosure for the acoustic spanner

experiment.
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SpeakerArray

StyrofoamDisk

Figure 2.6: A styrofoam disk suspended above the speaker array. A
physical example of this may be seen in figure 2.5.

2.2 Acoustic spanner

Figure 2.5 shows the styrofoam disk used to demonstrate the acoustic

spanner in chapter 3. The disk consisted of two identically sized foam

disks, stuck together top to bottom so as to produce a single double

thickness disk. The diameter of the disk was approximately 0.8m. A

hole was then drilled through the centre of the disk and a length of wire

was threaded through it before being secured. The opposite end of the

wire was then secured high above the enclosure leaving the disk hanging

freely. The disk was suspended approximately 0.06mabove the speakers,

allowing it to interact with the sound waves before they had a chance

to disperse. Lengths of wire of various diametres were used during the
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the acoustic spanner experiment.

acoustic spanner experiment, notably 50 and 60µm. The twodark shapes

seen on opposite edges of the disks in figure 2.5 are additional pieces

of (denser) foam that were attached to the disk to act as a balancing

mechanism, since the hole wasn’t drilled precisely in the centre of the

disk. An illustration of the experimental setup for the acoustic spanner

experiment canbe seen infigure2.6, with thedisk suspendedby thinwire

above the speaker array.

In order to rotate the styrofoam disk and demonstrate the acoustic

spanner, a monophonic acoustic vortex had to first be generated. Figure

2.7 illustrates the basic setup for the process. Throughout the entire
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SpeakerArray

Microphone

Figure 2.8: An illustration of the measurement of the rotational Doppler
shift of the acoustic spanner,

experiment the vortexwas generated using analogue electronics. First, a

500Hz signal was generated using an external signal generator and a 12V

power supply. This signal was sent to a series of low-pass filters in order

to impart a phase delay before finally being driven to the amplifiers and

onto the speakers. In order to reverse the direction of the vortex, the

direction of the phase delay was simply reversed by swapping opposing

phase values with one another. This was initially achieved using a set

of mechanical switches attached to the side of the speaker array, but in

order to reduce the effect of outside interference of the system, these

were removed and replaced with a single switch on the end of a length

of wire so as to decouple the switching mechanism from the experiment
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Figure 2.9: An illustration of the polyphonic vortex experiment.

and thus eliminate the need for anyone to be around the experiment

during the measurement process.

Doppler shift

The rotational Doppler shift of a radiation source ismeasured by rotating

the source with respect to the detector. Given the size of the vortex

generator, this method would be impractical, so it was decided to

simply rotated the detector, the microphone in this case, with respect

to the speakers. The microphone was inserted into the end of a hollow

plastic tube, whose internal diameter was almost exactly the same
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Figure 2.10: An illustration of the measurement of the polyphonic
acoustic vortex.

diameter of the microphone, and the cable connecting the microphone

to the instrumentation was run up the centre of the rod. During

the measurement process, the rod was rotated by hand around the

inside edge of the enclosure, resulting in, from the perspective of the

measurement apparatus, a drag on the frequency of the vortex.

2.3 Polyphonic vortex

Although the analogue circuitry was sufficient for the investigation of

the acoustic spanner using a monophonic acoustic vortex, using such a

setup to generate a polyphonic vortex proved very problematic, due to

the complexity of theelectronic circuitry thatwouldbe required, so itwas
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Figure 2.11: Motu 828mkIII digital sound card.

decided to replace the analogue electronics with a more sophisticated

set of equipment. Given the complexity of the signalwewere attempting

togenerate, itwas decided that using a computer running Labviewwould

be the easiest solution for generating the desired signal. This signal

was subsequently output, using a Firewire 800 connection, to a Motu

828mkIII digital sound card, which can be seen in figure 2.11. This device

is equipped with eight analogue output channels which allowed us to

address each speaker with an individual signal sent from the computer.

With this card, a set of amplifiers would also be needed and so an eight

channel analogue amplifier deck was also added to the setup. The sound

card also came equipped with two instrumental input channels, one of

which was utilized for acquiring feedback from the microphone.

Figure attributed toMOTU, Inc - http://www.motu.com/products/motuaudio/828mk3
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An acoustic spanner and its

associated rotational Doppler

shift

3.1 Introduction

Neither spin nor orbital angular momentum are exclusively quantum

phenomena. It is possible to calculate both quantities directly from

the cross products of the EM fields, and then appropriately integrated

over the beam cross-section [9]. It should also be noted that waves

that carry both momentum and energy are not solely the property of

electromagnetic radiation, and rather that they are a generic property

of all transverse and longitudinal waves. The ratio of the cycle-averaged

momentum flux < P > to the energy flux < E > is the reciprocal of the

31
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phase velocity vϕ, of the wave, i.e.

< P >

< E >
=

1

vϕ
(3.1)

This expression also applies to sound waves, meaning that a 1W sound

beam that travels through the air and is totally absorbed by an object,

will exert of force of approximately 0.3mN. In a fluid however, sound

manifests as a longitudinal wave rather than a transverse wave, and

is thus described as a scalar field rather than a vector field and hence

has no polarisation. This means that sound cannot carry spin angular

momentum, but there is no such restriction placed on a sound wave

with respect to orbital angular momentum. Indeed the linear [10] and

angular [11, 12] momentum content of sound waves have been widely

appreciated and compared to their optical counter parts [13, 14].

Helically phased optical beams are now typically made via the

transformation of a conventional planar wave laser beam using a

hologram i.e. diffractive optic [15, 16]. Rather than using holographic

techniques however, acoustic vortices have been generated using

various techniques including optically heated helical surfaces [17] and

individually addressed transducers [12]. By analogy with the optical case,

or directly [11], the ratio between the cycled-averaged acoustic angular

momentum flux< L > and acoustic energy flux< E > is given by

< L >

< E >
=

ℓλ

2πvϕ
(3.2)

Where vphi is the phase velocity of the sound in the medium

(approximately 340ms−1 in air at room temperature). As a result, when
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an object absorbs a helically phase soundwave, that object should be set

into rotation: an acoustic spanner. It should be pointed out that during

the preparation of the original paper on which this chapter is based [7],

we were alerted to a similar acoustic momentum transfer experiment

[18]. It was our belief that both experiments are consistent with an

interpretation of our results in terms of acoustic angular momentum

calculated by equation (2).

Another hallmark of helical phase beams, beyond their transfer to

matter, is that they are subject to a rotational frequency shift [19]. This

shift is an analogous yet distinct phenomenon to themore widely known

linear Doppler shift. Whereas the linear shift is proportional to the

velocity between source and observer, the rotational shift is proportional

to the product of the angular momentum of the beam and the rotational

velocity between source and observer. As early as 1934 [20] a frequency

shift associated with the circular polarisation (spin angular momentum)

was noted. More recently, it has been observed to be proportional to

the sum of the spin and orbital angular momentum of a beam of light

[21]. A sound wave of angular frequency ωs would therefore undergo a

frequency shift of

∆ωs = ℓωr, (3.3)

where ωr is the relative angular velocity between the source and

observer.
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3.2 Generating helically phased acoustic

beams

The experimental apparatus use to generate the helical phase acoustic

beams can be seen in chapter 2. A circular array of loudspeakers was

assembled comprising eight speakers in a circle of approximately 0.52

across, with each individual amplifier capable of providing up to 10W of

electrical power. The loudspeaker array was itself mounted into the base

of a 0.7mdiameter cylinder constructed from sound absorbing lead-foam

laminate. This laminate absorbs over 90% of the incident sound energy.

The signal delivered to these speakers was generated using a

signal-generator feeding into a phase-shifter circuit providing eight

outputs with sequential (π/4) steps. The orientation of these steps

(either increasing or decreasing) could be controlled with a simple logic

switch, allowing the direction of rotation of the spanner to be altered.

The outputs from the phase shifter circuit are individually amplified to

produce a final set of signals of approximately equal amplitudewhich are

fed to the loudspeakers.

The resulting acoustic beam that is emitted by the loudspeakers is

anticipated to possess a helical phase structure described by exp(iℓϕ),

where ℓ = ±1 (phase change per axial revolution of the acoustic beam of

±2π) depending on the setting of the logic control. The speakers were

driven with a frequency of around 500Hz, corresponding to an acoustic

wavelength of 0.68cm.
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3.3 Acoustic spanner

Given the design of the apparatus, one might expect the acoustic beam

to diverge as it propagates, with each speaker acting as a point source

and with the walls of the enclosure affecting the propagation field in

someway. This could be assumed to result from the acoustic wavelength

being of the order of the diameter of the speaker array, however due

to the interference of the eight signals, a helically phased beam with

a minimum intensity along the beam axis is established. This beam is

directed upwards toward a 0.6m diameter styrofoam tile, constructed

from sheets of acoustic insulation foam, and suspended from a length of

steel wire above the speaker array. The sound field in the near-field, i.e.

approximately 0.15m from the speakers, has an annular intensity profile

which is suggestive of a Laguerre-Gaussian mode. Positioning the disk at

this distance allowed for the most efficient transfer of momentum from

the wavefront to the disk. Upon closer examination, it was found that

this profile was just an approximation to L-G, however this had no effect

on the final outcome as the orbital angular momentum to energy ratio

is simply a function of the helical phase fronts and as such is unchanged

between the near and far fields. Figure 3.2 show the results of multiple

measurements taken of the beam. A cross-section of the beam was

probed using the microphone and the results indicate that the sound

field is remarkably consistent.

In order to isolate the experiment and reduce the effect of

interference from the laboratory environment, the observations were
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the motion of the pendulum calculated
from the equation of motion and the observed angular displacement.
The parameters for damping and stiffness constant are deduced
from observation and the resulting agreement between predicted and
observedmotion is good. Measurements of torque can be deduced from
αi (Γs = Iαi) or T and θmax (Γs = 4πIθmax/T

2).

carried out using a video camera positioned above the disk and pointing

downward, with the output being fed to a remote monitor over which

was laid an angular scale. In order to establish a reproducible set of

observations, wemademeasurements with various suspensionwire radii

and lengths. The logic control of the phase shifter circuit was used

to remotely change the angular momentum direction while recording

results.

Starting with the tile initially at rest, the sound field was switched on

and the resulting angular motion observed. The differential equation
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governing the motion of the torsional pendulum is

Γs = Iθ̈ + γθ̇ + kθ (3.4)

where θ is the angular displacement, Γs is the torque exerted on the tile

by the incident acoustic beam, I is themoment of inertia of the tile (0.022

kgm2), γ is the viscous damping coefficient and k is the torsional stiffness

constant of the pendulum. The motion is that of an under-damped

torsional pendulum.

The various parameter shown in figure 3.1 could all be deduced from

observations of the motion of the disk, and the plot in the figure shows

the results of an experimental measurement of the motion compared

to that predicted by equation 3.4. Using the initial acceleration αi, the

period of oscillation T and the final rest angle Θmax, one can deduce Γs

can be calculated thus:

Γs = Iαi (3.5)

Also, if one were to consider the pendulum to be undergoing simple

harmonic motion with period T = 2π
√

1
k
, the torsional stiffness constant

k may be deduced. Thereafter, we can use this value for k along with

Θmax to give

Γs = kθmax =
4π2I

T 2
θmax (3.6)

Finally, these values for torque can be compared with an estimation of

the acoustic torque based on the acoustic power incident on the tile.

Lengths of steel wire of radii 50 and 60 µm respectively were used in

the experiment. Themeasurements recorded for these radii can be seen

in table ?? were the torsional displacement for different parameters, as
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r(µ)m L(m) θ(rad) Γ(Nm) (αi) Γ (Nm) (θmax, T )
50 1.89 5.8 5.6±1.4x10−6 6.0±0.6x10−6

60 1.22 1.95 4.5±1.8x10−6 6.5±0.7x10−6

Table 3.1: Summary of acoustic spanner results. Torque values are shown
for the methods described in the text, using the initial and long-term
parts of the observed motion. Ideally, for a given acoustic set-up, we
would expect the torque to be independent of suspension wire radius
and comparable to the value measured from the properties of the
acoustic beam (estimated to be 6.4x10−6Nm).

described in equations 3.4 and 3.5, are recorded. It should be noted

that in the case of the 50µm wire, the value of 5.8 radians recorded

for θmax is close to one full rotation of the disk. The torque values

calculated from the initial acceleration andmodified equilibriumposition

are shown. The results shown have been averaged over ℓ = ±1 for

each configuration of the suspension. It should be noted that given the

uncertainties present in both the measurement and system parameters,

the torque values detailed in table ?? are reasonably consistent with each

other. If one were to assume that each of these were free of systematics

errors, then the best estimate of 6.1±0.8x10−6Nm would be obtained

for the measured torque, which itself is statistically compatible with the

individual measurements.

This value of torque is comparable to the estimate based on the

acoustic power using equation 3.2. This power is itself estimated from

a measurement of the electrical power being fed into the speakers

assuming an audio efficiency of 0.5%. Another measurement that

was taken was the average sound pressure level at the plane of the
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tile which was found to agree with the electrical measurement to

within the experimental uncertainty of the overall system. Having

estimated the acoustic energy, the resulting torque depends upon the

absorptionof the tilematerial, which is basedon informationgivenby the

manufacturer and is estimated to be 30% for our configuration, a figure

confirmed by our own reflection/transmissionmeasurements. Using this

approach acoustic torque is estimated to be Γs = 6.4×10−6Nm, which

within the experimental errors agrees with our observations.

3.4 Rotational Doppler Shift

While the results of the previous section indicate that orbital angular

momentum is transferable across media, it is not conclusive that this

is the result of a helically phased beam described by exp(iℓθ), and that

this phase structure is not compromised by reflected components from

the walls of the enclosure. We verified that this was indeed the case

by examining another property of helically phased beams: the rotational

Doppler shift. This is a phenomenonwhereby the frequency, as perceived

by the observer, is attenuated by the relative motion of the observer,

which in this case is demonstrated with a microphone rotating around

the beam axis. This experiment can be seen depicted in chapter 2.

Using a microphone held stationary at any point inside the vortex of

frequencyωs, ameasured frequency ofωs, adjusted for its positionwithin

the helical phase front, is recorded. This microphone is then swept in a

circular motion, in a plane parallel to the speaker array, with an angular
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Figure 3.2: Measurements of the sound level across the diameter of the
containment cylinder at the position of the acoustic tile (0.15m height
above the loudspeakers) and the planewhereDoppler resultswere taken
(approximately 0.8m above the loudspeakers). Each trace represents an
average of several traverse scans with a roaming microphone.

velocity of ωr, a rotational frequency of ωs ± ωr is observed, where ωr is

the value of the rotational Doppler shift, the direction of which, either

upwards or downwards, is determined by the direction of rotation of the

microphone. It should be noted that, in this situation, contrasts starkly

with those where rotational motion results in a linear Doppler shift. This

is because the distance between the source and the observer is held

constant and thus no linear component of frequency shift may exist.

The rotational Doppler shift, an example of which can be seen in

figure 3.3, was measured by rotating the microphone in a circular arc

of radius roughly equal to that of the speaker array, and at a distance
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of roughly 80cm. The signal recorded was then sent to a Stanford

FFT Analyser (model SR780). In figure 3.2, a typical scan showing the

transverse cross-section of the vortex can be seen. From this it can be

seen that the sound field possess a central minimum of intensity, as

would be expected for a ℓ = 1 helically phased beam. The dominant

spectral component of the sound field clearly moves either above or

below the baseline value depending on whether the microphone is

rotated in the direction of increasing or decreasing phase of the helical

phase front. Slight variations in the volume of successive speakers as

themicrophone passes around the sound field give azimuthal variation in

the acoustic energy. In terms of the constituent modes this corresponds

to a superposition of different ‘ values. As a consequence, weak

sidebands are both expected and observed on either side of the shifted

frequency. It should be noted that since these sidebands are both small

and symmetric about the central frequency, the mean ℓ value is not

significantly different from ℓ = ±1. In both cases the dominant peak

occurs at the Doppler shifted frequency we would expect from equation

3.3.

Device information can be found at the SRS homepage
http://www.thinksrs.com/products/SR780.htm
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Figure 3.3: Results of the rotational Doppler effect measured with a
spinning microphone. The frequency offset in Hz, ∆fz, is equal to the
revolutions per second made by the microphone relative to the source
(or ωt/2π, where ωr is the relative angular velocity). The downshifted
frequency corresponds to the case when the microphone is rotated in
the direction of increasing phase of the helical phase front.



CHAPTER 4
A Polyphonic Acoustic Vortex

and its Complementary Chords

4.1 Introduction

Orbital angular momentum has been the subject of research for many

years now, however the concept of an optical phase singularity has

existed for much longer and has been studied in detail. These

investigations were initially conducted in random or complex fields [3],

and it was only later that the helical phase fronts of light beams were

considered [22, 23]. It has been demonstrated that phase singularities

arise whenever three or more non-collinear plane waves interfere [24,

25], and it is for this reason that they occur in all natural light fields.

A typical case of this phenomena is laser speckle, where a tangle of

vortex lines aremapped out by phase singularities and percolate through

all space [26]. Generally the singularities of each spectral component

43
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Figure 4.1: Amplitude cross-section through the acoustic vortex at 523
Hz, recorded for three different sound volumes. The points are the
experimentally recorded data and the solid lines are linear best fits (not
constrained to pass through zero), and the horizontal arrows mark the
extent over which the noise of themeasurement system dominates over
the measured signal.
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Figure 4.2: 2D plots of amplitudes corresponding to the four frequency
components of the polyphonic acoustic vortex. Note that the
singularities all overlap in the centre of the beam.

of these speckles do not overlap and therefore this phenomena goes

unnoticed in everyday situations.

Although it is usually practical to harness only monochromatic

light for experimental use, it is entirely possible to generate white

light vortices in special cases, that is vortices which contain multiple

temporally coherent spectral componentswhose singularities all overlap,

resulting in a single black vortex line along the beam axis [27, 28,

29, 30]. These different spectral components can be moved apart

by the perturbation of their beams resulting in a situation where

each wavelength has it’s own discreet singularity within the transverse

cross-section. It is then possible to move a camera or other imaging
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Figure 4.3: Amplitude cross-section of the polyphonic vortex recorded
at much higher volume than shown in figure. 4.1. The points show the
experimental data and the solid line shows the best linear fit. (a) and (b)
indicate the off and on-axis positions for which the full spectral signals
are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5.

device over these singularities and detect the presence of the other

wavelengths, giving a characteristic spatial spreading of complementary

colours [27, 31, 32, 33, 34].

It has been shown recently that these helically phased acoustic beams

are capable of setting objects into motion by imparting to them their

orbital angular momentum [18, 7].
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Figure 4.4: Spectral plots of themicrophone signal recorded at the off (a)
axis positions of figure 4.3.

The phenomena of phase singularities, vortices and orbital angular

momentumare not just limited to light, butmay be foundwithin all types

of wavefield. The work presented in this chapter is based on a paper

published by the author [8] demonstrating this idea with the production

of a polyphonic acoustic vortex and its subsequent perturbation, similar

to the optical method described above. A circular array of loudspeakers

was assembled so as to generate an approximation to an ℓ = 1 vortex
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with a phase singularity in the centre. Software control of these speakers

allowed us to address each speaker with an arbitrary mix of acoustic

frequencies, in our case corresponding to four different musical notes.

By setting the complex amplitude of each speaker, we could create

a polyphonic acoustic vortex, with suppression of the sound intensity

at a singularity of 45 dB. For a low-intensity beam, this suppression is

sufficient to observe the noise floor of the measurement system in the

centre of the vortex beam. Subsequent perturbation of the amplitudes

driving the individual speakers split the vortex and created separate

singularity positions for each acoustic frequency. At each of these

positions one of the notes was canceled, leaving the remaining three

notes to form a tri-note chord.

4.2 Apparatus

The acoustic vortex generated in this experiment was not a perfect ℓ = 1

vortex, but rather an approximation toone. Thiswas achievedby arraying

eight 0.08m diameter loudspeakers, with an impedance of 8Ω, in a ring

0.9m across (see figure 2.2). In order to minimize outside interference

from the laboratory environment, the speaker array wasmountedwithin

a cylindrical enclosure consisting of a double layer of lead lined foam.

An array of eight amplifiers (each rated at ±15V ) was used to drive the

speakers with eight time synced independent wavetrains from an eight

channel digital sound card (Motu 828mk3 firewire audio interface). The

microphone (Knowles Electronics FG-23329-P07) can be seen in figure ??
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suspended from a motorized translation stage. With this arrangement,

intensity cross-sections of the sound field could be readily obtained by

traversing the microphone across the diameter of the speaker array at

a distance of approximately 0.3m above the speakers. Although the

microphone design is not well calibrated to measure absolute sound

levels, its compact size (5mm) and nominal sensitivity −53dB (volt/0.1Pa)

made it ideal for sensitive measurements without unduly perturbing the

sound field. Using a low noise amplifier (Laser Components (UK) Ltd,

model: DLPVA-100-B-S) the output from the microphone was fed to the

sound card for spectral analysis. In all cases the gain of the amplifier

was set to best match the dynamic range of measured voltages to the

dynamic range of the data acquisition board. In addition to producing

the wavetrains to drive the loudspeakers, the same computer was used

to control the translation stage on which the microphone was mounted,

record the microphone output and analyse its frequency spectrum.

In order to achieve and maintain an equilibrium between the eight

acoustic signals produced by the speakers, and thus a produce a uniform

sound field across the wavefront of the vortex, minor adjustments were

made to the amplitude of each of the eight signals using a feedback

loop to compare the initial amplitude to a new one which included any

adjustments made.
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Figure 4.5: Spectral plots of themicrophone signal recorded at the on (b)
axis position of figure 4.3.

4.3 The Experiment

Polyphonic vortex beam

In order to generate acoustic vortices containing multiple spectral

components, a method similar to that used to generate single tone

vortices in the work described in chapter 3 was employed. All eight

speakers were driven with signals of equal frequency and magnitude,
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and by increasing the relative phase delay between adjacent speakers

by π/4, a good approximation to an ℓ = 1 vortex was attained. The

difference between this and previous work was that the monotone

vorticeswere generatedusing analogue circuitrywhereas thepolyphonic

vortices were created using a digital sound card. This change was

implemented because of the difficulty presented by attempting to

generated thirty-two separate signals using analogue electronics.

Before measurements could be taken, the output from the speakers

had to be normalized. This was achieved by measuring the output from

a single frequency (523Hz) across all speakers and adjusting the input

amplitude until all eight outputs were identical. Further adjustment

was required as the individual components were found to be misaligned

by a few millimetres each. The drive voltage to each speaker was

again adjusted to be near the maximum permitted ensuring that most

measurements weremadewell above the noise floor of themicrophone.

The voltage V (ν)N , of the ν frequency component, driving the Nth

speaker at azimuthal position θN , is given by

V (ν)N = A(ν)(1 + δxν sin θN + δyν cos θN) sin(2πνt) (4.1)

where A(ν) sets the relative amplitude of the vortex field at frequency

ν. Adjusting the coefficients δxν and δyν for each spectral component

allowed the position of the vortex at that frequency to be moved in the

transverse plane so that thedifferent frequency components overlapped

on the beam axis.

To generate a polyphonic vortex, four sinusoidal signals at
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Figure 4.6: Perturbation of the vortex components. The four arrows
indicate the positions of the complementary chords of the vortex, and
a spectral analysis was made of each point. The results of this analysis
can be seen in figures 4.8 to 4.11.
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frequencies of 329Hz, 392Hz, 440Hz, and 523Hz respectively were

superimposed upon one another. These frequencies correspond to the

notes of E, G, A and C respectively. Successive scans through the vortex

core in any direction resulted in similar cross-sections being obtained,

although the length of these scans was limited to 60mmon either side of

the beam centre by the length of the translation stage. In the region of

the singularity, the intensity was expected to scale with r|2ℓ|. This noise

core is of similar origin to that predicted, also for the acoustic case by

Berry and Dennis [35]. In their case, the predicted radius of this core

was based on a calculation of the ultimate noise floor resulting from

the Brownian motion of the air molecules, a sensitivity that cannot be

obtained using a conventional microphone. Initially, the electrical noise

floor of the microphone was dominated by the acoustic signal from

the speakers, but as the drive voltage was reduced, the acoustic signal

eventually fell below this floor such that a flat plateau appeared in the

centre of the vortex beam 4.1. Note that as the volume is reduced, the

area over which the noise dominates increases.

A 1D amplitude cross-section through the polyphonic acoustic vortex

can be seen in figure 4.3 with the corresponding spectral plots shown

in figures 4.8 to 4.11, while a 2D amplitude cross-section of the four

frequencies can be seen in figure 4.2. It was found that, as was

expected from an ℓ = 1 vortex beam, the acoustic intensity scaled

with the square of the intensity of the radius, as indicated by the linear

variation in amplitude seen in figure 4.3. The variation in the gradient

of the tonal components indicates that the sound beams may well be
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Figure 4.8: Spectral plot of the suppression of the 523 Hz component.

slightly asymmetric at larger distances from the vortex. A suppression

of the intensity at the centre of the beam of order 45dB, compared

to the equivalent plane wave which was obtained by setting all the

relative phases to zero, although this measurement was limited by the

measurement sensitivity of the microphone. A spectral analysis made

at two different radii can be seen in figures 4.5 and 4.4. The residual

spectral signals at the central singularity most probably arise from slight

non linearities in the drive electronics.
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Figure 4.9: Spectral plot of the suppression of the 440 Hz component.

Perturbing the vortex

Now that a polyphonic acoustic vortex has been generated as an

analogue to the optical case, the next step is to investigate whether or

not it can be perturbed and see how it compares to a perturbed optical

vortex. In the optical case, the perception of colour is highly complex,

although it is sufficient to reduce it to a simplistic level and say that the

observation of colour is the result of the stimulation of red, green and

blue receptors in the eye, or their equivalent pixels on a CCD or CMOS
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Figure 4.10: Spectral plot of the suppression of the 392 Hz component.

sensor. Complimentary colours, i.e. cyan, magenta and yellow, may

be perceived if one of the RGB receptors are absent, as can be seen in

the demonstration of a white light vortex where these complimentary

colours give a characteristic spatial spectral image [27, 33].

In contrast to this, sound is perceived very differently to light.

Whereas light is observed in the formof a spatial pattern in three spectral

bins, the human ear can detect multiple acoustic frequencies at a single

point. Additionally, whereas a light sensor must make a series of point
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Figure 4.11: Spectral plot of the suppression of the 329 Hz component.

measurements in different locations in order to produce an image, a

microphone need only make a single measurement of multiple notes at

a single point in order to record a chord. Despite these differences, it

is possible to perturb both optical [27] and acoustical vortices in such a

way that their constituent components become separated. The tonal

components were aligned by adjusting the δxν and δyν elements from

equation 4.1 so that they were each separated by a few millimetres 4.6.

We note that the applied perturbation causes some distortion of the
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form of the beam at larger radii, manifest by a crossing of the straight

line fits, indicating a slight beam asymmetry. However, perturbing the

vortices in this way does not seem to affect the depth of the intensity

null of the vortices themselves. These multiple frequency stimuli are

analogous, but obviously not identical, to the complimentary colours

comprising multiple wavelengths, hence we term them complimentary

chords whose corresponding acoustic spectra are shown in figures 4.8

and 4.11.



CHAPTER 5
High order phase structures of

acoustic vortex beams

5.1 Introduction

Thework covered in this thesis has beenbuilt around the idea that optical

beams can carry orbital angular momentum, and that this phenomenon

is to be found in both transverse and longitudinal wave fields. The

initial work, described in chapter 3 and carried out prior to formal

commencementof research, indicated that acousticwaves couldnotonly

carry orbital angular momentum, but that they could also transfer it to

another medium, in that case a styrofoam disk. The work that followed

on from this indicated that these acoustical beams could consist of

more than a single tone, and that these tones were independent of one

another so that they could be manipulated individually. Through both

of these experiments, the presence of orbital angular momentum in the

60
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form of a helical phase front has been deduced from the observations.

In this chapter, direct observations of the helical phase structure are

presented not only for the first order case, but for the second and fourth

orders, as well as the corresponding negative orders.

The experimental apparatus, consisting of the enclosed speaker array

(the vortex generator) and the microphone mounted atop a translation

stage as described in chapter 2, was arranged as it had been for the

polyphonic vortex experiment. A single signal of frequency 440Hz was

driven through the speakers using the phase delay method described

in previous chapters thus approximating a ℓ = 1 vortex. The travelling

microphone was moved through the centre of this vortex recording the

phase value at various points as it went. After this, the direction of

the phase delay was reversed so as to simulate a ℓ = −1 beam, and

the phase cross-section was recored in the same manner. In order to

generate high-order beams of ℓ values ±2 and ±4, the multiplication

factor that separated the successive phase values was increased and the

phase cross-section was again measured for each beam.

The system design limited the possible values of ℓ which could be

achieved due to the use of precisely eight speakers - ℓ = 3was impossible

since the number of speakers was not divisable by 3, and the vortex

structure would break down at values of 4 or greater (ℓ = 4 is included

here for reference).
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Figure 5.1: A sketch of a spiral phase plate

5.2 High order optical beams

Laguerre-Gaussian laser modes are to be found in cylindrically symmetric

laser beams and are the natural solution to the paraxial wave equation

where a givenmode of such a beam is described using the indices ℓ and p

and is deonted LGℓ
p. A high order beam is defined as having amode index

ℓ with a non-zero integer value not equal to plus or minus one, however

similarly to these low order beams, they do still possess the azimuthal

phase term exp(−iℓϕ) that is responsible for thewell defined component

of orbital angular momentum. Also, like the low-order equivalent, the
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amplitude of high order modes, E(LGℓ
p), is defined as
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where z is the distance from the beam waist, zr is the Rayleigh range, ℓ

and p are themode indices, k is the wave number, ω is the radius at which

the Gaussian term falls to 1/e of it’s on-axis value, r is the radius, ϕ is the

azimuthal angle and Lℓ
p is the generalised Laguerre polynomial.

The first high order optical beams were observed by He et al in 1995

[36], three years after the initial observation of single order beams by

Allen et al, whowere able to trap a particle using a third order ’doughnut’

beam, and to subsequently rotate the particle using the momentum

transfer that has been described earlier in this thesis.

5.3 Techniques for generating high-order L-G

optical beams

There are various way in which these beams may be generated. The first

is to do so using a laser and amode convertor. By generating a high-order

Hermite-Gaussian mode (one way or another) inside the laser cavity and

passing the resultant beam through a mode convertor, a high-order

Lauguerre-Gaussian beam may be produced. The mode convertor will

introduce a Guoy pahse shift on an incident beam that will convert them
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Figure 5.2: A wrapped phase map indicating the phase value measured
at each speaker for each value of ℓ.

and n indices of the Hermit-Gaussian beam to Lageurre-Gaussian indices

ℓ and p with a conversion of ℓ = (m − n) and p = min(m,n). The

downside to this method is that the laser must be capable (or be made
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to be capable) of generating high-order Hermite-Gaussian modes, which

is outwith the ability of many types of laser.

The two other techniques that may be employed int he generation

of high-order Laguerre-Gaissian modes are: computer generated

holograms; and spiral phase plates. Using the latter method, a

fundamental Gaussian beam is incident upon a plate of either crystal or

plastic disk with an increasing thickness around it’s circunference, as can

be seen in figure 5.1. In this particular case, the value of s is calculated to

be (n − 1)/λℓ where n is the refractive index of the material from which

the plate is constructed, λ is the wavelength of the incident light and

ℓ is the desired azimuthal charge. Using this experession, a value of s

is obtained that is precisely a whole number of wavelenghts thick, with

respect to the incident light. The obvious drawback to thismethod is that

theplates are not only limited to usewith a singlewavelengthof light and

to generate a single value of ℓ, but due to the very precise calculations

involved, the devices must be precision engineered which makes them

incredibly expensive. High-order beams are generated using a plate with

a number of spirals equal to the order of beam desired.

To generate a simple hologram, the diffraction pattern of an

electromagnetic field of interest and a static reference field is recorded.

To apply this method to a the generation of a Laugerre-Gaussian

beam, the two fields must produce a forked diffraction pattern with ℓ

dislocations, which results in a screw phase dislocation along the beam

axis. The structure of the forked hologram can be determined using the

Figure attributed to http://iopscience.iop.org/1367-2630/6/1/071/fulltext
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(a) An ℓ = 1 beam phase map.

(b) An ℓ = 1 beam

Figure 5.3: An ℓ = 1 beam.
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(a) An ℓ = −1 beam phase map

(b) An ℓ = −1 beam

Figure 5.4: An ℓ = −1 beam.
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following expression illustrating the boundary between the transparent

and opaque areas of the hologram

ℓ
ϕ

π
= n+

2r

Λ
cosϕ (5.2)

where r and ϕ are the polar coordinates, ℓ is the desired topological

charge and Λ is the grating period. A fundamental Gaussian beam

incident upon the point of the pattern at which the fork begins

will be transformed into a superposition of an infinite number of

Laguerre-Gaussian beams with identical ℓ values and different p values.

It can be shown that the p = 0 mode contributes 78.5% of the intensity

in the first diffracted order. The contribution of higher order LG modes,

where p ̸= 0 can be determined by

Eℓp =

√
p!

(p+ 1)!

ℓΓ
(
p+ 1

2

)
2p!

(5.3)

This expression is dependent on the identicality of the input and output

beam waists.

5.4 Higher order acoustical beams

Generation

The generation of the high order acoustical beams describes in this

chapter followed a similar method to that employed in the generation of

thefirst order beamsdescribed inprevious chapters. The sameapparatus

described in chapter 2 was used in much the same fashion as it was in

chapters 3 and 4. The labview script that was used to generate the first
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(a) An ℓ = 2 beam phase map

(b) An ℓ = 2 beam

Figure 5.5: An ℓ = 2 beam
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order beams was written with an adjustable ℓ value programmed into it,

meaning that no rewrite of the code was necessary in order to produce

high order beams.

The generation of the phase values that were to be fed to the sound

card was the very first thing that happened in the LabView program. A

simple for loop that iterated 8 times was executed. Into this loop was

past the chosen value of ℓ and the expression

ϕ =
nℓπ

m
(5.4)

was evaluated, where n is an integer denoting the current iteration of

the loop has takes the values of 1 to 8 inclusive and ℓ is the topological

charge of the vortex that is being generated and m is half the number

of speakers being user, in this case 4. The eight element array of phase

values that was produced in this way was then used to generate an eight

element array of sinusoidal signals which were sent to each of the eight

speakers in turn

Figure 5.2 illustrates the phase value recorded at each speaker for

each value of ℓ. The innermost right describes the phase of an ℓ = 1

beam. The phase of each speaker is separated by a value of π/4 which,

for eight speakers, results in a sum change of 2π between the first and

eighth speakers. Themiddle ring shows the phase for a ℓ = 2 beam. Each

speaker in this case has a phase differential of π/2 with respect to the

preceeding and proceeding speakers, resulting in a 2π phase difference

between the first and fourth speakers. The phase is then wrapped round

to 0 so that when it is measured at the fifth speaker, a result of π/2
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(a) An ℓ = −2 beam phase map

(b) An ℓ = −2 beam

Figure 5.6: An ℓ = −2 beam
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is obtained, resulting in a 2π differential between the fifth and eighth

speakers. The overall effect observed is that of a helically phased beam

with two discreet phasefronts. The same effect is observed for an ℓ = 4

beam.

A ℓ = 3 beam has not been demonstrated as the construction of the

speaker array limited the range of ℓ values we could produce. Equation

5.4 indicates the phase value that should be recorded at each speaker,

however for a ℓ = 3 beam to be fully constructed with 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π, the

ℓ values must be a factor of the number of nodes used to construct the

beam. In this case, a nineth speaker must be added to the system so that

three sets of three speakers produce phase values of 2π/6, 2π/3 and 2π.

While including anineth speakerwould facilitate thegeneratingof a ℓ = 3

beam, it would interfere with the generation of ℓ = 2, 4 beams since the

useof anoddnumberof speakerswould leave the ℓ = 2, 4beamswith the

problem that the nineth speaker solved for ℓ = 3. This would however be

negated through the use of an array of speakers large enough to mask

the presnece/absense of an odd speaker.

Observation

As with the previous experiments, the apparatus has remained

unchanged for this investigation. A monotone waveform was generated

in labview possessing a frequency of 440Hz. This signal was split into

eight constituent components to each of which a relative phase delay

was applied such that an integer number of 2π rotations of the phase
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(a) A ℓ = 4 beam phase map

(b) A ℓ = 4 beam

Figure 5.7: A ℓ = 4 beam
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about the original were produced. The signal was then send to the

Motu 828mkIII which, using the amplifier deck connected to the speaker

array, drove the signal to the speakers and thus produced a monophonic

acoustical beam with an adjustable mode index. The microphone and

translation stage from previous experiments was used to measure the

phase value of the generated beam. By tranversing the microphone

accross the width of the beam on the translation stage, a cross-section

of the beam’s phase profile may be measured. By doing this for multiple

lateral positions, it was possible to stitch together these two dimensional

figures in order to produce a three-dimensional plot of the beams phase

structure. The following figures illustrate these results. It should be

noted that the reader will observe a rapid change in phase at the point at

which the portion of the beam with the higher phase value approached

the same z-coordinate occupied by the portion of the beam with the

lower phase value. This is an issue with Labview’s rendering of the

figures and should be disregarded.

The experiments in chapters 3 and 4 were each carried out using

ℓ = 1 beams, for the simple reason that nothing more complicated was

required at the time. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict beams of mode index

ℓ = ±1.

As has been mentioned previously, the experimental arrangement

consisted of eight speakers in a circular arrangement, and that the

acoustical vortices are generated by driving each speaker with a separate

signal with an appropriate phase delay between consecutive speakers,

thus giving an acceptable approximation to the desired beam.
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(a) A ℓ = −4 beam phase map

(b) An ℓ = −4 beam

Figure 5.8: A ℓ = −4 beam
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This system is not without it’s limitations however. A beam of mode

index ℓ = 3 was altogether impossible to produce without a nineth

speaker in the arrangement. It was however possible to produce a ℓ = 4

beam with this number of speakers, however this is the point at which

the results begin to break down as the relative phase delay between each

speaker has to be π, which means that it is impossible to descern a ℓ = 4

beam from a ℓ = −4. Results for supposed ℓ = ±4 beams can be seen

in figures 5.7a to 5.8b, and without the caption, it is possible that one of

these figures might simply be the other reversed along the x-axis.

Figure 5.5a to ?? illustrate the phase phase profile for ℓ = ±2 beams.



CHAPTER 6
Conclusions

The motivation behind this thesis, and the work contained therein, was

to illustrate the equivalence of transverse and longitudinal wavefields in

the context of certain phenomena already known to have been observed

in the former.

Themainbodyofworkwas inspiredby aprevious experiement carried

out by the author. The the idea of an ’optical spanner’, upon which

the initial experiement was based, is simply a specific application of the

concpet of using light to manipulate matter, and was first demonstrated

using a beam of circularly polarized light. Since that initial observation,

many experiments have been carried out using such beams, all of

which have been conducted around, and dependent upon, the idea

of transvered EM waves possessing a particular polarization. Sound,

however, is a longitudinal beam, and thus cannot be polarised which

prohibits it from possessing the component of spin angular momentum

upon which the manipulation of matter, including the user of the optical

77
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spanner, is dependent.

On the other hand, longitudinal waves do possess a component of

orbital angularmomentum, and it iswith this component that an acoustic

spanner was able to be assembled. By assembling a ciruclar array of

eight loudspeakers and driving them each with a signal that is identical

in every aspect except that each one is π/4 out of phase with respect to

the previous one, an approximation to a ℓ = 1 vortex was generated.

A styrofoam disk was suspended above the speaker array and when the

speakers were activated, the disk was observed to be set into motion,

accelerating upon it’s axis until the suspension wire could rotate no

further. Switching the direction of the phase difference resulted in

the disk rotating in the oppisite direction with an equal acceleration

and stopping at the same maximum displacement. These observations

were taken as the strongest possible proof that acoustic waves could be

utilised in thmanipulation ofmatter in the samemanner as opticalwaves.

The confirmation of this result allowed us to consider the possibility

of polyphonic acoustical beams, and more importantly, the possibility

of separating the out the constituent tones so as to produce multiple

acoustic traps. Using the same apparatus as in the monophonic

experiment, a signal consisting of the superposition of four monophonic

tones was used to drive the speakers. A microphone mounted on a

translation stage was used to measure a cross-section of the intensity

field of the resultant vortex which, when passed through a spectrum

analyser, revealed the existence of four distinct concentric vortices, each

corresponding to one of the four tones used to construct the driving
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signal.

The input signal was then perturbed in such a way as to decrease the

intensity measured at one particular speaker while imparting an equal

but negative adjustment at the speaker directly oppisite the affected

speaker. The value of the adjustment was deliberately varied from

one constituent signal to the next. The cross-section was remeasured

and the four component vortices were observed to have separated

from one another, providing confirmation that the monotone acoustic

spanner could indeed be extended to utilize multiple traps, though in

this experiement no attemptwasmade to trapmultiple objects using this

beam.

The final part of this investigationwas an attempt to directlymeasure

the phase profile of themonophonic beamused in the first experiement.

Reseting the driving signal to what is was initially, a monophonic vortex,

similar to that used to demonstrate the acoustic spanner, was produced

and multiple cross-sections of the intensity field were measured. The

initial measurement was made at the far side of the speaker array, and

subsequentmeasurements weremade from regular positions closer and

closer to the opposite side. This way, enough data points could be

collected to produce a 3D model of the phase front of the beam with

a suitable level of detail. Colour-mapping the surface of this model

allowed for easy observation of the phase structure of the beam under

investigation.

Using this meathod, the phase structre of beams of increasing ℓ value

was measured and observed up to and including ℓ = 4. In order to
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produce such beams, the phase difference between adjacent speakers

was adjusted so that, for ℓ = 2, the phase difference was increased

to π/2 for the first four speakers, before the phase was wrapped back

round to zero after the fourth speaker. For ℓ = 4, measurements

were taken however the phase structure of the beam could not be

observed since only two speakers were being used to produce each helix,

which was insufficient for the construction of a helically phased beam.

Measurements were also made of the negative ℓ value for each positive

value measured, and the measured phase fronts were observed to be of

equal and opposite value to their positive counterparts. ℓ = 3 was not

measured due to the limitations of the apparatus.

The study detailed in this thesis was devised as a means of

determining the equivalence of longitudinal and transverse waves in

certain key areas, namely those phenomena leveraged in the constuction

and operation of optical tweezers. The success of this investigation

has layed a foundation upon which may, in the future, be built a fully

functioning set of acoustic tweezers. The acoustic spanner has already

proven that such a device is practical, themanipulation of the constituent

vortices of the polyphonic vortex illustrates the potential for multiple

traps and the measurement of the phase fronts of high-order acoustic

beams proves that more complex wavefronts are possible is such a

system. The science behind the construction and operation of a set of

acoustic tweezers has been thoroughly investigated in this work, and

now the only challenge remaining to the realisation of such a device is

an engineering one.
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